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Greenberg & Bass, LLC Rolls Out Omega LegalVX
To Improve Employee Productivity & Satisfaction
PHOENIX—December 19, 2009—Greenberg & Bass, LLC, is converting to Omega LegalVX and firm
employees are looking forward to the streamlined processes and ease-of-use that the new financial and
practice management system offers. Omega Legal Systems, Inc. is a nationwide provider of time, billing,
accounting and business intelligence software specifically designed for mid-to-large size law firms.
The San Fernando Valley firm was looking for a software suite that offered a user-friendly platform,
increased speed, as well as a more efficient way to access and retrieve critical data. According to
Claudia A. Galati, firm administrator at Greenberg & Bass, the firm was familiar with Omega before
making the purchase. “We made the investment in Omega LegalVX because it will greatly improve how
we get things done at the firm. Not only will the software improve client management and overall
efficiency across the firm, it will ultimately increase profitability and employee productivity. Our
employees will be spending less time extracting data and more time on revenue generating tasks. What
used to take hours will now only take a few clicks.”
“Greenberg & Bass was voted as one of the best places to work in their community, and this reputation is
reinforced by their decision to better support their employees and clients by deploying Omega Legal’s
cutting-edge technology to make their jobs easier,” said Don Gall, President and Founder of Omega
Legal Systems, Inc. “We are pleased to welcome the firm to the Omega family and will strive to support
the firm’s strategy of employee satisfaction, firm profitability and long-term growth.”
About Greenberg & Bass, LLC:
Voted one of the best places to work in California’s San Fernando Valley, Greenberg & Bass is a fullservice business law firm representing corporations, businesses, entrepreneurs and individuals. For
more than 20 years, the firm has brought extensive legal experience and a unique business perspective
to their clients’ legal challenges. From complex litigation matters and bankruptcy workouts to entity
formations and contracts, Greenberg & Bass offers a comprehensive range of legal services to meet the
demands of today’s competitive business environment. Visit www.GreenBass.com or call 1-818-3826200 for more information.
About Omega Legal Systems, Inc.:
Omega is a privately held Phoenix-based company that provides mid-to-large size law firms an
integrated financial and practice management software suite that sets the standard for return on
investment, system performance and service. Since 1975, Omega has been solving critical business
issues for law firms, improving their profitability, productivity and efficiency. For more information, visit
www.OmegaLegal.com or call 1-800-356-1339.
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